The problem is that the microbes that arrive at Zymergen are already "highly optimized," Hoffman says. After years of research and breeding, the cells are very good at what they do. So squeezing out more efficiency requires exploring the genome deeply, conducting experiments, and following the data wherever they lead-doing science, in other words.
Zymergen is trying to accelerate that science. In traditional biology, Hoffman says, "you've got a person standing at a bench testing a limited number of hypotheses. Call it 10 per month." Robots can do that physical part of the process faster-the machines at Zymergen run as many as 1000 experiments per week. But robots only follow orders: Giving them the right orders is the real bottleneck.
When I ask how his algorithms design experiments, Kimball begins with a simple premise. "You've got the original microbe here with about 5000 genes. Let's say there are 10 ways you could change a given gene. So that's 50,000 things you could be doing." The experimental "campaign" begins by creating 1000 strains, each with a single deliberate mutation, he says. "Each one lives in a droplet. You feed it sugar, let it cook for a while, and then measure how much product you get." Maybe 25 strains will produce slightly more of the target chemical. Those strains become breeding stock for the next round of experiments, and the rest go into the freezer.
But the path to discovery is anything but straight. Finding just the right combination of mutations requires a long, tortuous exploration of the genetic "landscape," Kimball says. And just blindly walking uphill toward peaks of efficiency almost never leads to a major summit. That's because if you just combine all the mutations yielding small improvements into a single microbe, they don't add up to a big gain. Instead, the microbe becomes "sick," he says, far less fit
AI's early proving ground: the hunt for new particles

AI IN ACTION
Particle physicists began fiddling with artificial intelligence (AI) in the late 1980s, just as the term "neural network" captured the public's imagination. Their field lends itself to AI and machinelearning algorithms because nearly every experiment centers on finding subtle spatial patterns in the countless, similar readouts of complex particle detectorsjust the sort of thing at which AI excels. "It took us several years to convince people that this is not just some magic, hocus-pocus, black box stuff," says Boaz Klima, of Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (Fermilab) in Batavia, Illinois, one of the first physicists to embrace the techniques. Now, AI techniques number among physicists' standard tools.
Particle physicists strive to understand the inner workings of the universe by smashing subatomic particles together with enormous energies to blast out exotic new bits of matter. In 2012, for example, teams working with the world's largest proton collider, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) in Switzerland, discovered the long-predicted Higgs boson, the fleeting particle that is the linchpin to physicists' explanation of how all other fundamental particles get their mass.
Such exotic particles don't come with labels, however. At the LHC, a Higgs boson emerges from roughly one out of every 1 billion proton collisions, and within a billionth of a picosecond it decays into other particles, such as a pair of photons or a quartet of particles called muons. To "reconstruct" the Higgs, physicists must spot all those more-common particles and see whether they fit together in a way that's consistent with them coming from the same parent-a job made far harder by the hordes of extraneous particles in a typical collision.
Algorithms such as neural networks excel in sifting signal from background, says Pushpalatha Bhat, a physicist at Fermilab. In a particle detector-usually a huge barrel-shaped assemblage of various sensors-a photon typically creates a spray of particles or "shower" in a subsystem called an electromagnetic calorimeter. So do electrons and particles called hadrons, but their showers differ subtly from those of photons. Machine-learning algorithms can tell the difference by sniffing out correlations among the multiple variables that describe the showers. Such algorithms can also, for example, help distinguish the pairs of photons that originate from a Higgs decay from random pairs. "This is the proverbial needle-in-the-haystack problem," Bhat says. "That's why it's so important to extract the most information we can from the data."
Machine learning hasn't taken over the field. Physicists still rely mainly on their understanding of the underlying physics to figure out how to search data for signs of new particles and phenomena. But AI is likely to become more important, says Paolo Calafiura, a computer scientist at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory in Berkeley, California. In 2024, researchers plan to upgrade the LHC to increase its collision rate by a factor of 10. At that point, Calafiura says, machine learning will be vital for keeping up with the torrent of data. -Adrian Cho
